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arrived_date_time is populated

Accountancy Model -- Insert INVENTORY_PURCHASE decision tree

Input = PURCHASE_ORDER and
INVENTORY_PURCHASE FOB sh

ipping

FOB destination

shipped_date = arrived_date

(1)

shipped_date is null

shipped_date 

is populated

Do nothing

(2)

(3)

Add arrived_quantity INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer.
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers.

Do nothing

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

arrived_date_time is null

shipped_date is null

shipped_date is populated

Do nothing

arrived_date_time is populated

arrived_date_time is null Do nothing

Title passage rule is nullIf purchased at a store

If it arrived, then it was shipped.
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(1)

(2)

Add arrived_quantity INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer.
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

arrived_date_tim
e 

is populated

arrived_date_time is null Do nothing

FOB sh
ipping

FOB destination

Title passage rule is null

Input = PURCHASE_ORDER and
INVENTORY_PURCHASE
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(2) Add arrived_quantity INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer.
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

FOB sh
ipping

FOB destination

Title passage rule is nullIf purchased at a store

(3)

Input = PURCHASE_ORDER and
INVENTORY_PURCHASE

arriv
ed_date_tim

e 

is null

arrived_date_time = purchased_date_time

Do nothing

(1)

arrived_date_time is populated
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Input = shipped_date
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

FOB sh
ipping

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null

If just shipped

If fixed the date
or mistakenly shipped

Do nothing

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts
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Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If fixed the date

shipped_date is populated

shipped_date is null

If mistakenly shipped
FOB sh

ipping (2)
Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)
Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null Do nothing

FOB sh
ipping

(2)
Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)
transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null Do nothing

Input = shipped_date
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Input = arrived_date_time
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

FOB sh
ipping

Shipped date = arrived date

If just arrived

(1)

(2)

Shipped date 

is null

Transaction 

exists

Transaction 

doesn’t exist

Shipped date 

is populated

Transaction exists

Do nothing

(3)

Set INVENTORY_PURCHASE.arrived_quantity = ordered_quantity

(4)

Add arrived_quantity INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer.
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

Do nothing

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)

(2)

Set INVENTORY_PURCHASE.arrived_quantity = ordered_quantity

(4)

Add arrived_quantity INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer.
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

Accountancy Model -- Update INVENTORY_PURCHASE arrived date time decision tree

If fixed the date/time
or mistakenly arrived

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null

(3)
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Input = arrived_date_time Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If fixed the date/time

arrived_date_time is populated

arrived_date_tim
e is nullIf mistakenly arrived

FOB sh
ipping

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null

Fix the INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

(2)
Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)

If just arrived

Accountancy Model -- Update INVENTORY_PURCHASE arrived date time decision tree

Do nothing

(2)

(1
)
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Input = arrived_date_time
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If fixed the date/time

arrived_date_time is populated

arrived_date_tim
e is nullIf mistakenly arrived

FOB sh
ipping

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null

Remove the INVENTORY_PURCHASE layer
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)

(1)

Set INVENTORY_PURCHASE.arrived_quantity = null

(2)

Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

Accountancy Model -- Update INVENTORY_PURCHASE arrived date time decision tree

Do nothing

(1
)

(2)
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Input = title_passage_rule Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If new title passage rule.

If fixed the title passage rule

transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts(2)

(1)

FOB shipping

FO
B

 destination

(1
)

(2)

Do nothing

or changed it to null

The arrived_date_time is already set
and a transaction already exists

shipped_date = arrived_date

Do nothing
shipped_date is null

shipped_date is populated

Transaction 

exists

Transaction 

doesn’t exist

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts(2)

(1)
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Input = title_passage_rule
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If new title passage rule

If fixed the title passage rule

FO
B 

sh
ip

pi
ng

(2)
Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)

Transaction 

exists

Transaction 

doesn’t exist

transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)

Transaction 

exists

Transaction 

doesn’t exist

Do nothing

transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date + current_time

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

shipped_date 

is populated

shipped_date is null
Do nothing

(2)

(1)

arrived_date_time is populated

arrived_date_time is null Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts(2)

(1)

or changed it to null

FOB destination

Title passage rule is null

Was FOB destination

Was FOB shipping

If purchased at a store

arrived_date_time is populated

arrived_date_time is null arrived_date_time = purchase_date_time

Do nothing

(1)

(2)

Transaction 

exists

Transaction 
doesn’t exist

(2) Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts

(1)
transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts(2)

(1)

(3)

shipped_date = null

Do nothing

shipped_date is null

shipped_date is populated
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Input = ordered_quantity

Accountancy Model -- Update INVENTORY_PURCHASE other attributes decision tree

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts
(1

) Set PURCHASE_ORDER.sum_extension

(4)

Input = missing_quantity Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

Set INVENTORY_PURCHASE.extension = ordered_quantity X unit_cost

Set PURCHASE_ORDER.purchase_amount

(2)

(3)

Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

Input = arrived_quantity Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers
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Input = inventory_name (1)

Using preupdate_inventory_name:
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

(2)
Using inventory_name:
Execute propagate_inventory_purchase_layers

(3)

Input = unit_cost

(1
) Set PURCHASE_ORDER.sum_extension

(4)

Set INVENTORY_PURCHASE.extension = ordered_quantity X unit_cost

Set PURCHASE_ORDER.purchase_amount

(2)

(3)

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts
Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

Execute propagate_purchase_order_accounts
Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing
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Calculate cost_of_goods_sold
Decrement the INVENTORY_PURCHASE layers
Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

Input = CUSTOMER_SALE and
INVENTORY_SALE

(1
)

(2)
FOB sh

ipping

FOB destination

Title passage rule is nullIf customer pickup

co
mpleted_date_tim

e 

is 
null

Do nothing

com
pleted_date_tim

e 

is populated
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Input = CUSTOMER_SALE and
INVENTORY_SALE

(1
)

(2)
FOB sh

ipping

FOB destination

Title passage rule is nullIf customer pickup

co
mpleted_date_tim

e 

is 
null

com
pleted_date_tim

e 

is populated

shipped_date_time is populated

arriv
ed_date 

is populated

shipped_date_time = arrived_date + current_time

Do nothing

arrived_date is null

shipped_date_tim
e is null

Do nothing

(1
)

(2)

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date_time

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

shipped_date_time 
is populated

shipped_date_time is null
Do nothing

If it arrived, then it was shipped.
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Input = CUSTOMER_SALE and
INVENTORY_SALE

(1
)

(2)
FOB sh

ipping

FOB destination

Title passage rule is null

If customer pickup

co
mpleted_date_tim

e 

is 
null

com
pleted_date_tim

e 

is populated

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date + current_time

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

arrived_date is populated

arrived_date is null

Do nothing

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = completed_date_time

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts
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Input = arrived_date
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

FOB shipping or Title passage rule is null

FOB destination

If just arrived

If fixed the date
or mistakenly arrived

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date + current_time

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

Do nothing
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Input = arrived_date
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If fixed the date

arrived_date is populated

arrived_date is null

If mistakenly arrived

FOB destination
transaction_date_time = arrived_date + current_time

(2)

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1)

If just arrived

FOB shipping or Title passage rule is null
Do nothing

FOB shipping or Title passage rule is null

FOB destination (1) Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

Do nothing
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Input = shipped_date_time
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null

FOB shipping

If just shipped

If fixed the date/time
or mistakenly shipped

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date_time

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

Do nothing
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Input = shipped_date_time
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If fixed the date/time

shipped_date_time is populated

shipped_date_tim
e is nullIf mistakenly shipped

FOB shipping
transaction_date_time = shipped_date_time

(2)

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1)

If just shipped

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null
Do nothing

FOB destination or Title passage rule is null

FOB shipping
(1) Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

Do nothing
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Input = completed_date_time
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

FOB shipping or FOB destination

Title passage rule is null

If just completed

If fixed the date/time
or mistakenly completed (1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = completed_date_time

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

Do nothing

Calculate cost_of_goods_sold
Decrement the INVENTORY_PURCHASE layers
Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

(1)

(2)
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Input = completed_date_time Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If fixed the date/time

co
m

pl
et

ed
_d

at
e_

tim
e 

is 
po

pu
la

te
d

com
pleted_date_tim

e is null

If mistakenly completed

Title passage rule is null
transaction_date_time = completed_date_time

(2)

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1)

If just completed
FOB shipping or FOB destination

Do nothing

FOB shipping or FOB destination

Title passage rule is null
(1) Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

Do nothing

Recalculate cost_of_goods_sold
Fix the INVENTORY_PURCHASE layers
Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

(1)

(2)

cost_of_goods_sold = null
Fix the INVENTORY_PURCHASE layers
Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

(1)

(2)
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Input = title_passage_rule Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If new title passage rule.

If fixed the title passage rule

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date_time

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

shipped_date_tim
e 

is populated

shipped_date_time is null
Do nothing

(2)

(1)

FOB shipping

FOB destination

(1
)

(2)

completed_date_time 

is populated

completed_date_time 
is null

Do nothing

Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

arriv
ed_date 

is populated

arrived_date 
is null

Do nothing

(2)

(1)

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = arrived_date + current_time

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

or changed it to null
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Input = title_passage_rule
Preupdate is null

Preupdate is 

populated

If new title passage rule

If fixed the title passage rule

FO
B 

sh
ip

pi
ng

(2)
Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1)

arrived_date 

is populated

arrived_date 

is null

transaction_date_time = shipped_date_time

(2) Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1)

shipped_date_time 
is null

transaction_date_time = arrived_date_time

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = shipped_date_time

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

shipped_date 

is populated

shipped_date is null
Do nothing

(2)

(1)

arrived_date_time is populated

arrived_date_time is null
Delete TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts(2)

(1)

or changed it to null

FOB destination

Title passage rule is null

Was FOB destination

Was FOB shipping

If customer pickup

completed_date_time 
is populated

completed_date_time is null Do nothing

Transaction 

exists

Transaction 
doesn’t exist

(2) Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1)
transaction_date_time = completyed_date_time

Insert TRANSACTION and JOURNAL_LEDGER
transaction_date_time = completed_date_time

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts(2)

(1)

Transaction exists

shipped_date_time 

is populated

Do nothing
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Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

Input = quantity

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1
) Set CUSTOMER_SALE.sum_extension

(4)

Set INVENTORY_SALE.extension = (quantity X retail_price) - discount_amount

Set CUSTOMER_SALE.invoice_amount

(2)

(3)

Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

Set INVENTORY_SALE.cost_of_goods_sold(5)

completed_date_time 
is populated

completed_date_time is null Do nothing

(2)

(1)

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts
Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

Input = shipping_revenue

Set CUSTOMER_SALE.invoice_amount

(1
)

(2)

Input = 
CUSTOMER_SALE.
ENTITY.
state_code

sales_tax = sum(INVENTORY_SALE.extension) X sales_tax_rate

CUSTOMER_SALE.state_code = SELF.state_code and

sales_tax_exempt_yn <> ‘y’

CUSTOMER_SALE.state_code <> SELF.state_code or

sales_tax_exempt_yn = ‘y’
sales_tax = 0

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts
Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

(1)

(2)
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Input = inventory_name
(1)

Using preupdate_inventory_name:
Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

(2)
Using inventory_name:
Execute propagate_inventory_sale_layers

(3)

Input = retail_price

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1
) Set CUSTOMER_SALE.sum_extension

Set INVENTORY_SALE.extension = (quantity X retail_price) - discount_amount

Set CUSTOMER_SALE.invoice_amount

(2)

(3)

Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

(4)

Input = discount_amount

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts

(1
) Set CUSTOMER_SALE.sum_extension

Set INVENTORY_SALE.extension = (quantity X retail_price) - discount_amount

Set CUSTOMER_SALE.invoice_amount

(2)

(3)

Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing

(4)

Execute propagate_customer_sale_accounts
Transaction exists

Transaction doesn’t exist Do nothing


